Snow storm pops tennis bubble

By Steven Solnick

The JB Carr Indoor Tennis Facility was virtually destroyed by last Friday's storm. Damage was estimated between $60,000 and $75,000. (Photo by Steven Solnick)

WTBS license renewal challenged

By Kenneth Hamilton

WTBS, MIT's non-commercial community radio station since 1951, is currently involved in a complex legal battle for air space. WLRS-FM, Inc., a corporation owned by the Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High School, filed a protest in the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) on December 23, 1977, in an attempt to thwart the renewal of WTBS's license which expires in April. WTBS has already asked for a power increase to 200 watts while WLSR has applied for broadcast of 20 watts. Should the FCC decide that interference does not exist, the WTBS license renewal would be granted, and the WTBS higher power application designated for comparative hearing with the WLRS application.

Yoga course relaxing

By Steven Solnick

"I want to teach undergraduates to relax at will" says Dr. William T. Kennedy, former physics at MIT, nationally known yoga educator and current teacher of an IAP class on yoga aimed specifically at students.

In a physical education course meeting twice a week, Kennedy is teaching 75 graders and undergraduates yoga techniques related to the "relaxation response." He describes this method of coping with stress by relaxation as the opposite of the normal "flight or flight" response. He says that while sitting in the Harvard and Newton's celebration of yoga as the representative examples of this phenomenon, Kennedy believes that the relaxation techniques he teaches are useful in educating students' creative problem solving abilities as well as in better preparing them to handle the stress and pressure of college life.

Kennedy said he is pleased that the IAP is "a nice open group." adding "they're quick to learn" (Please turn to page 2)